Camp Ripley Training Center (CRTC) authorizes storage of some small arms, 40mm TP, and pyrotechnics (simulators, flares and smoke grenades) in the cantonment area. HD 1.4 (1520 lbs NEW), 1.3 (96 lbs NEW), and 1.2.2 (41 lbs NEW) are the only types of hazard division that are authorized in cantonment. Specialized ammunition other than standard ball, ball and tracer, match grade, or the like shall be reviewed and approved by the ASP or Installation Safety Office (ISO). Below is the required checklist for conducting small arms storage operations during training on CRTC.

A&E Breakdown (by DODIC and quantity) MUST be attached to this sheet

- CRTC Safety Office informed (320)616-3158 or alternately CRC Ops @ (320)616-6022
  (DA PAM 385-64, 5-2b (3))
- Installation Security Office Informed (320) 632-7375
  (DA PAM 385-64, 5-2a)
- Emergency Response (Fire) informed (Coordinate through Installation Security)
  (DA PAM 385-64, 5-2a)
- Fire Hazard Symbols placed appropriately (Not applicable if storing 1.4 ONLY )
  (DA PAM 385-64, 6-13 and 8-3,d (3)) [Current AT/FP measures dictate no fire symbols posted.]
- Site License posted inside in prominent location near A&E (check the bulletin board or near door)
  (DA PAM 385-64, 5-2a)
- Proper storage of 1.2.2 if present
  (DA PAM 385-64, 8-3c )
- All A&E stored in Metal storage containers
  (DA PAM 385-64,8-3e (2))
- Risk Assessment executed and posted
  (DA PAM 385-64, 5-2a(3))
- Fire Extinguishers present [provided by unit]
  (DA PAM 385-64, 6-8,f and 29 CFR 1910.106)
- Ammunition Handling Certification documentation on hand  (Same as required by ASP)
  (CRTC Reg, ASP SOP, 49 CFR)
- Distinct separation of Training (blanks) from Live rounds.
  (AR 385-10)
- No POL colocated with A&E
  (DA PAM 385-64, 6-8d,e )
- Unit personnel maintain issued/ DOT packaging of A&E  (Original Packaging or containers)
  (DA 385-64, 8-3e 1)

Safety Walkthrough Inspection by the ISO

Completed Checklist kept on file during training by unit and CRTC Installation Safety Office